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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments herein relate to a core network
node, a radio network node and methods performed
therein for communication. Furthermore, a computer pro-
gram and a computer readable storage medium are also
provided herein. In particular, embodiments herein relate
to handling mobility procedures for a wireless device in
a communication network having partitioned sets of func-
tionalities.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a typical communication network, wireless
devices, also known as wireless communication devices,
mobile stations, stations (STA) and/or user equipment
(UE), communicate via a Radio Access Network (RAN)
to one or more core networks (CN). The RAN covers a
geographical area which is divided into service areas or
cell areas, which may also be referred to as a beam or
a beam group, with each service area or cell area being
served by a radio network node such as a radio access
node e.g., a Wi-Fi access point or a radio base station
(RBS), which in some networks may also be denoted,
for example, a "NodeB" or "eNodeB". A service area or
cell area is a geographical area where radio coverage is
provided by the radio network node. The radio network
node communicates over an air interface operating on
radio frequencies with the wireless device within range
of the radio network node.
[0003] A Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS) is a third generation telecommunication net-
work, which evolved from the second generation (2G)
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM). The
UMTS terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) is es-
sentially a RAN using wideband code division multiple
access (WCDMA) and/or High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA) for user equipments. In a forum known as the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), telecom-
munications suppliers propose and agree upon stand-
ards for communication networks, such as e.g. 3G, 4G
and 5G networks. In some RANs, e.g. as in UMTS, sev-
eral radio network nodes may be connected, e.g., by
landlines or microwave, to a controller node, such as a
radio network controller (RNC) or a base station control-
ler (BSC), which supervises and coordinates various ac-
tivities of the plural radio network nodes connected there-
to. This type of connection is sometimes referred to as a
backhaul connection. The RNCs and BSCs are typically
connected to one or more core networks.
[0004] Specifications for the Evolved Packet System
(EPS), also called a Fourth Generation (4G) network,
have been completed within the 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) and this work continues in the com-
ing 3GPP releases, for example to specify a Fifth Gen-
eration (5G) network. The EPS comprises the Evolved

Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN),
also known as the Long Term Evolution (LTE) radio ac-
cess network, and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), also
known as System Architecture Evolution (SAE) core net-
work. E-UTRAN/LTE is a variant of a 3GPP radio access
network wherein the radio network nodes are directly
connected to the EPC core network rather than to RNCs.
In general, in E-UTRAN/LTE the functions of an RNC are
distributed between the radio network nodes, e.g. eNo-
deBs in LTE, and the core network. As such, the RAN of
an EPS has an essentially "flat" architecture comprising
radio network nodes connected directly to one or more
core networks, i.e. they are not connected to RNCs. To
compensate for that, the E-UTRAN specification defines
a direct interface between the radio network nodes, this
interface being denoted the X2 interface. EPS is the
Evolved 3GPP Packet Switched Domain. Figure 1 is an
overview of the EPC architecture. This architecture is
defined in 3GPP TS 23.401 v. 13.4.0 wherein a definition
of a Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW), a Serving
Gateway (SGW), a Policy and Charging Rules Function
(PCRF), a Mobility Management Entity (MME) and a
wireless or mobile device (UE) is found. The LTE radio
access, E-UTRAN, comprises one or more eNBs. Figure
2 shows the overall E-UTRAN architecture and is further
defined in for example 3GPP TS 36.300 v.13.1.0. The E-
UTRAN comprises radio access nodes, such as eNBs,
Home eNBs, which are also referred to as HeNBs, pro-
viding a user plane comprising the protocol layers Packet
Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)/Radio Link Control
(RLC)/Medium Access Control (MAC)/Physical layer
(PHY), and a control plane comprising Radio Resource
Control (RRC) protocol in addition to the user plane pro-
tocols towards the wireless device. The radio network
nodes are interconnected with each other by means of
the X2 interface and/or via an X2 GW. The radio network
nodes are also connected by means of the S1 interface
to the EPC comprising EPC nodes, such as MME, S-GW
and HeNB GateWays (GW). More specifically the radio
network nodes are connected to the MME by means of
an S1-MME interface and to the S-GW by means of an
S1-U interface.
[0005] The S1-MME interface is used for control plane
between eNodeB/E-UTRAN and MME. The main proto-
cols used in this interface are S1 Application Protocol
(S1-AP) and Stream Control Transmission Protocol
(SCTP). S1AP is the application layer protocol between
the radio network node and the MME and SCTP for ex-
ample guarantees delivery of signaling messages be-
tween MME and the radio network node. The transport
network layer is based on Internet Protocol (IP).
[0006] A subset of the S1 interface provided functions
are:

- S1-interface management functions such as S1 set-
up, error indication, reset and the radio network node
and MME configuration update.

- UE Context Management functionality such as Initial
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Context Setup Function and UE Context Modifica-
tion Function.

- E-UTRAN Radio Access Bearer (E-RAB) Service
Management functions e.g. Setup, Modify, Release.

- Mobility Functions for wireless devices in EPS Con-
nection Management (ECM)-CONNECTED, e.g. In-
tra-LTE Handover and inter-3GPP-Radio Access
Technology (RAT) Handover.

- S1 Paging function.
- Non Access Stratum (NAS) Signaling Transport

function.

[0007] Establishment of the S1-MME interface on
S1AP protocol level is performed using an S1 setup pro-
cedure. The purpose of the S1 Setup procedure is to
exchange application level data needed for the radio net-
work node and the MME to correctly interoperate on the
S1 interface. The radio network node may initiate the
procedure by sending an S1 SETUP REQUEST mes-
sage to the MME once it has gained IP connectivity and
it has been configured with at least one Tracking Area
Indicator (TAI). The TAI(s) are used by the radio network
node to locate IP-addresses of the different MMEs, pos-
sibly in different MME pools. The radio network node in-
cludes its global radio network node identity and other
information in the S1 SETUP REQUEST message. The
MME responds with an S1 SETUP RESPONSE mes-
sage. This S1 SETUP RESPONSE message includes
for example the Globally Unique MME identifier(s) (GUM-
MEI) of the MME.
[0008] An INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST
message is sent by the MME to request the setup of a
UE context or context of a wireless device. This INITIAL
CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST message comprises in-
formation related to both the UE context and different E-
RABs to be established. For each E-RAB the MME in-
cludes E-RAB Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such
as QoS Class Identifier (QCI) and Allocation and Reten-
tion Priority (ARP). The QCI is a scalar that is used as a
reference to radio access node-specific parameters that
control bearer level packet forwarding treatment, e.g.
scheduling weights, admission thresholds, queue man-
agement thresholds, link layer protocol configuration,
etc., and that have been pre-configured by the operator
owning the radio network node. An INITIAL CONTEXT
SETUP RESPONSE message is sent by eNB to the MME
confirming the setup. Current assumption is that the
RAN-CN split is similar for 5G as for 4G, implying an
(evolved) S1 interface.

Radio Resource Control (RRC) states

[0009] RRC, which is terminated in the radio network
node on the network side from the wireless device, per-
forms functions like:

• Broadcast
• Paging

• RRC connection management
• Resource Block (RB) control
• Mobility functions
• Wireless device measurement reporting and control

The RRC states are:
• RRC_IDLE
• RRC_CONNECTED

[0010] A wireless device is in the RRC_CONNECTED
state when an RRC connection has been established
between the wireless device and the radio network node.
If this is not the case, i.e. no RRC connection is estab-
lished, the wireless device is in the RRC_IDLE state.
[0011] EPS Mobility Management (EMM) and EPS
Connection Management (ECM) states
[0012] The EPS Mobility Management (EMM) states
describe the Mobility Management states that result from
the mobility management procedures e.g. Attach and
Tracking Area Update procedures.
[0013] Two major EMM states are:

• EMM-DEREGISTERED
• EMM-REGISTERED.

[0014] The EPS Connection Management (ECM)
states describe the signaling connectivity between the
wireless device and the EPC, which includes both RRC
connection between the wireless device and radio net-
work node and S1 connection, i.e. S1AP association, be-
tween radio network node and MME.
[0015] Two major ECM states are:

• ECM-IDLE.
• ECM-CONNECTED.

[0016] In general, the ECM and EMM states are inde-
pendent of each other. Transition from EMM-REGIS-
TERED to EMM-DEREGISTERED can occur regardless
of the ECM state, e.g. by explicit detach signaling in ECM-
CONNECTED or by implicit detach locally in the MME
during ECM-IDLE. However there are some relations,
e.g. to transition from EMM-DEREGISTERED to EMM-
REGISTERED the wireless device has to be in the ECM-
CONNECTED state.
[0017] The wireless communication industry is at the
verge of a unique business crossroads. The growing gap
between capacity and demand is an urgent call for new
approaches and alternative network technologies to en-
able mobile operators to achieve more with less. Today,
mobile broadband data is growing at an annual rate of
40-50 percent per year in the U.S. and other regions glo-
bally. Mobile service providers address these rapidly ex-
panding traffic volumes through deployment of additional
network functions, which will be a significant capital ex-
penditure (CAPEX) challenge. The nature of the mobile
broadband data traffic is also evolving with new services
including new video applications, connected cars and the
Internet of Things (loT). This rapid capacity growth and
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increasing traffic diversity in LTE networks stresses the
assumptions of existing network architectures and oper-
ational paradigms.
[0018] As expected by leading operators and vendors
in Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) associa-
tion, diverse applications or services are expected to be
provided by 5G networks. 5G will support countless
emerging use cases with a high variety of applications
and variability of their performance attributes: from delay-
sensitive video applications to ultra-low latency, from
high speed entertainment applications in a vehicle to mo-
bility on demand for connected objects, and from best
effort applications to reliable and ultra-reliable ones such
as health and safety. Furthermore, use cases will be de-
livered across a wide range of devices, e.g., smart-
phones, wearables, MTCs, and across a fully heteroge-
neous environment.
[0019] Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) pro-
vides a new path that can increase the flexibility required
by mobile service providers and network operators to
adapt and accommodate this dynamic market environ-
ment. NFV is a new operational approach applying well-
known virtualization technologies to create a physical
Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) distributed platform
for the delivery of end-to-end services in the context of
the demanding environment of telecom network infra-
structure and applications.
[0020] Because EPC is critical to the realization and
management of all LTE traffic, it is important to consider
use cases related to virtualization of the EPC elements.
Each individual EPC element also has specific consid-
erations that determine whether to deploy with NFV. Vir-
tualized EPC (vEPC) is a good example: Multiple virtu-
alized network functions (VNF) can be deployed and
managed on a Network Functions Virtualization Infra-
structure (NFVI) but must cater to performance scalability
in both signaling/control plane and user plane, each po-
tentially demanding different levels of NFVI resources.
[0021] vEPC elements can benefit from more agile de-
ployment and scalability. However, virtual resource mon-
itoring and orchestration, along with service awareness,
are essential for implementing elasticity effectively.
[0022] VNF is a virtualized network function which
serves as a VNF Software for providing virtual network
capabilities. A VNF could be decomposed and instanti-
ated in roles such as Virtualized MME (vMME), Virtual-
ized PCRF (vPCRF), Virtualized SGW (vSGW) or Virtu-
alized PDN-GW (vPDN-GW).
[0023] NFV is seen as an enabler for network slicing
and network sharing that is described herein.
[0024] When looking at the wide range of applications
and use cases that are addressed with a 5G network, it
is quite obvious these cannot effectively be addressed
with a traditional approach of having a purpose built net-
work for each application. This will lead to high cost for
networks and devices as well as inefficient use of valu-
able frequency resources. Obviously, different use cases
put different requirements to future networks. Examples

of such requirements may include acceptable interrup-
tion time, reliability and availability, acceptable latency,
data rate, as well as cost per user. It would be quite dif-
ficult or cost-wise impossible to deploy a common net-
work service to fulfill such extremely diverse require-
ments. In the situation, network slicing was proposed as
a concept to fulfill rich requirements from various 5G use
cases. Meanwhile, the network slicing concept is getting
widely recognition in NGMN. A network slice supports
the communication service of a particular connection
type with a specific way of handling C-plane and U-plane
for the service. A 5G slice could be composed by a col-
lection of 5G network functions and possibly specific RAT
with specific settings that are combined together for the
specific use case or business model. It should be noted
that not all slices contain the same network functions. A
specific network service can be instantiated according to
on demand requirements for third party users/operators
and the business policy between the network service pro-
viders and network the service consumers. Thus, an op-
erator may have one physical network infrastructure and
one pool of frequency bands, which may support many
separate virtualized networks, also called network slices.
Each network slice may have unique characteristics for
meeting the specific requirements of the use case/s it
serves.
[0025] A key function of 5G Core network is to allow
for flexibility in network service creation, making use of
different network functions suitable for the offered service
in a specific network slice, e.g. Evolved Mobile Broad-
band (MBB), Massive Machine Type Communication
(MTC), Critical MTC, Enterprise, etc.
[0026] In addition to Service optimized networks there
are more drivers for Network slicing, such as;

- Business expansion by low initial investment:
Given the physical infrastructure it is much easier to
instantiate another Packet Core instance for the
business expansion than to set up a new parallel
infrastructure or even integrated nodes

- Low risk by no/limited impact on legacy: As the
new instance is logically separated from the other
network slices, the network slices can also provide
resource isolation between each other. Thus intro-
duction of a new isolated network slice will not impact
the existing operator services and therefore only pro-
vide low risk

- Short Time To Market (TTM): The operators are
concerned about the time it takes to set up the net-
work for a new service. Slicing of the network for
different services/operator use cases provides a
separation of concern that can result in a faster setup
of a network slice for a certain service as it is sepa-
rately managed and with limited impact on other net-
work slices

- Optimized use of resources: Today the network is
supporting many different services but with new use
cases and more diverging requirements there is a
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need for optimize the network for the specific type
use case. Network slicing allows to match services
to optimized network instances, and it also allows
for a more optimized use of those specific resources

- Allows for individual network statistics: With
service specific network slices and possibly even on
the level of individual enterprises, there is a possi-
bility of collecting network statistics specific for a lim-
ited and well defined group of users of the network
slice. This is not the key driver for slicing but rather
a benefit that may be a useful tool

[0027] Slicing can also be used to isolate different serv-
ices in an operator’s network. Future networks are ex-
pected to support new use cases going beyond the basic
support for voice services and mobile broadband current-
ly supported by existing cellular network, e.g. 2G/3G/4G.
Some example use cases include:

- Evolution of MBB

> Evolved communication services
> Cloud services
> Extended mobility and coverage

- Mission critical Machine Type Communication

> Intelligent traffic systems
> Smart grid
> Industrial applications

- Massive Machine Type Communication

> Sensors/actuators
> Capillary networks

- Media

> Efficient on-demand media delivery
> Media awareness
> Efficient support for broadcast services

[0028] These use cases are expected to have different
performance requirements, e.g. bit-rates, latencies, as
well as other network requirements, e.g. mobility, avail-
ability, security etc., affecting the network architecture
and protocols.
[0029] Supporting these use cases could also mean
that new players and business relations are needed com-
pared to existing cellular networks. For instance it is ex-
pected that future network should address the needs of

- Enterprise services
- Government services, e.g. national and/or public

safety
- Verticals industries, e.g. automation, transportation
- Residential users

[0030] These different users and services are also ex-
pected to put new requirements on the network. Fig. 3
shows an example of a network slicing for a case when
there exists different network slices in the core network
for MBB, Massive MTC and Critical MTC. In other words,
the network slices may comprise separate core network
instances supporting the different network slices. In ad-
dition, it is also possible that parts of the EPC are shared
between the different network slices. One such example
of shared EPC functionality may be a core network node,
such as an MME. 3GPP draft "Radio interface implica-
tions of network slicing", vol. RAN WG2, no. Kaohsiung,
Taiwan, XP051150457, discloses a network slicing
mechanism according to which slice ID only used for CN
selection, not for SLA compliance determination by RAN
when receiving query of resources from CN.
[0031] Network slicing introduces the possibility for dif-
ferent operators to manage and run the core network
slices and the radio access network. This is a new ar-
rangement as normally it has been the same operator
managing both the RAN and the CN.
[0032] A problem is thus how to ensure that a core
network slice associated with a first operator only has
access to the functionality, features and/or parameters
associated with the first operator.

SUMMARY

[0033] An object of the invention is a method performed
by a Radio Access Network, RAN, node as claimed in
claim 1, a method performed by a Core Network, CN,
node as claimed in claim 9, a RAN node as claimed in
claim 12, a CN node as claimed in claim 13, a computer
program as claimed in claim 14 and a computer-readable
storage medium as claimed in claim 15. Preferred em-
bodiments are covered by the dependent claims.
[0034] Embodiments herein introduce an efficient
manner of allowing different operators to manage and
run the core network slices and the radio network. The
RAN may supervise and police that the different core
network slices are acting according to the agreed SLAs.
This minimizes the impact the different core network slic-
es can have on each other as it ensures that the core
network slices act as planned and agreed. The embod-
iments herein also provides a method for efficiently man-
aging erroneous connection requests in order to quickly
establish a connection for a specific network slice.
[0035] The embodiments herein may also be used to
improve security in the communications network, since
the non-correspondence between a request for resourc-
es and an SLA may indicate an attack on the communi-
cations network, such as e.g. a denial of service (DoS)
attack.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] Embodiments will now be described in more de-
tail in relation to the enclosed drawings, in which:
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Fig. 1 is a schematic overview depicting a commu-
nication network according to prior art;

Fig. 2 is a schematic overview depicting a radio ac-
cess network in connection with a core net-
work;

Fig. 3 is a schematic overview depicting an example
of network slicing with slice specific core net-
work instances according to prior art;

Fig. 4 is a schematic overview depicting a commu-
nication network according to embodiments
herein;

Fig. 5 is a schematic overview depicting a commu-
nication network according to an exemplary
embodiment herein;

Fig. 6 is a signaling diagram depicting an overview
of mobility procedures according to embodi-
ments herein;

Fig. 7 is a signaling diagram depicting a mobility pro-
cedure according to an exemplary embodi-
ment herein;

Fig. 8 is a schematic flowchart depicting a method
performed by a RAN node according to em-
bodiments herein;

Fig. 9 is a schematic flowchart depicting a method
performed by a core network node according
to embodiments herein;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram depicting a RAN node ac-
cording to embodiments herein; and

Fig. 11 is a block diagram depicting a core network
node according to embodiments herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] In network slicing it is a possible scenario that
the RAN and the CN will be operated by different oper-
ators, or are operated by different organizational units
within one operator. In one geographical area, there
might be one RAN operator, which offers connectivity
services by means of SLAs to several different CN op-
erators, each offering one or several network slices to
the end user.
[0038] Embodiments herein introduce new functional-
ity in the RAN to supervise and police which functionality,
features and/or parameter settings are allowed to be
used by a core network slice. For this purpose the RAN
is configured with core network slice specific settings
about the allowed functionality, features and/or parame-
ter settings. Embodiments herein also relate to the RAN
supervising and policing that a specific core network slice
acts according to the allowed settings and SLA.
[0039] Network slicing is about creating logically sep-
arated partitions of the network, addressing different
business purposes. These "network slices" are logically
separated to a degree that they can be regarded and
managed as networks of their own.
[0040] The network slicing applies to both LTE based
networks and 5G Radio Access Technology (RAT). The
network slicing supports business expansion, i.e. improv-

ing the cellular operator’s ability to serve other industries,
e.g., by offering connectivity services with different net-
work characteristics, such as performance, security, ro-
bustness, and complexity. One shared Radio Access
Network (RAN) infrastructure, comprising one or more
RANs, connects to several Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
instances, e.g. one EPC instance per network slice. As
the EPC functions are being virtualized, it is assumed
that the operator shall instantiate a new Core Network
when a new slice should be supported.
[0041] Network slicing is a new concept that applies to
both LTE Evolution and New 5G RAT, which herein may
be referred to as New Radio (NR). The key driver for
introducing network slicing is business expansion, i.e.
improving the operator’s ability to serve other industries,
by offering connectivity services with different network
characteristics, such as e.g. performance, security, ro-
bustness, and/or complexity.
[0042] The current main working assumption is that
there will be one shared RAN infrastructure that will con-
nect to several EPC instances, where one EPC instance
relates to a network slice. As the EPC functions are being
virtualized, it is assumed that an operator may instantiate
a new CN when a new slice should be supported.
[0043] Network sharing, which is described in 3GPP
TR 22.951 and 3GPP TS 23.251, is a way for operators
to share the heavy deployment costs for mobile networks,
especially in the roll-out phase. In the current mobile te-
lephony marketplace, functionality that enables various
forms of network sharing is becoming more and more
important.
[0044] A network sharing architecture allows different
core network operators to connect to a shared RAN. The
operators do not only share the radio network elements,
but may also share the radio resources themselves. In
addition to this shared radio access network the opera-
tors may or may not have additional dedicated radio ac-
cess networks.
[0045] Due to the nature of telecom networks, service
Level Agreements (SLA) will be a key issue for a virtual-
ized mobile core network. Because virtualization usually
leads to a performance trade-off, equipment vendors
must optimize data-plane processing to satisfy carrier-
grade bandwidth and latency requirements and sufficient
control-plane performance for SLAs needed to ensure
availability of regulatory services, such as emergency
calls.
[0046] Embodiments herein relate to communication
networks in general. Figure 4 is a schematic overview
depicting a communication network 1. The communi-
cation network 1 comprises a RAN and a CN. The com-
munication network 1 may use a number of different tech-
nologies, such as Wi-Fi, Long Term Evolution (LTE),
LTE-Advanced, 5G, Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA), Global System for Mobile communi-
cations/Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution
(GSM/EDGE), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMax), or Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB), just
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to mention a few possible implementations. Embodi-
ments herein relate to recent technology trends that are
of particular interest in a 5G context, however, embodi-
ments are applicable also in further development of the
existing communication systems such as e.g. 3G and
LTE.
[0047] In the communication network 1, wireless de-
vices e.g. a wireless device 10 such as a mobile station,
a non-access point (non-AP) STA, a STA, a User Equip-
ment (UE) and/or a wireless terminal, communicate via
one or more Access Networks (AN), e.g. RAN, to one or
more CNs. It should be understood by those skilled in
the art that "wireless device" is a non-limiting term which
means any terminal, wireless communication terminal,
user equipment, Machine Type Communication (MTC)
device, Device to Device (D2D) terminal, or node e.g.
smart phone, laptop, mobile phone, sensor, relay, mobile
tablets or even a base station communicating within a
cell.
[0048] The communication network 1 comprises a set
of radio network nodes, such as radio network nodes
12, 13 each providing radio coverage over one or more
geographical areas, such as a cell 12’, 13’ of a radio
access technology (RAT), such as LTE, UMTS, Wi-Fi or
similar. The radio network node 12, 13 may be a radio
access network node such as radio network controller or
an access point such as a wireless local area network
(WLAN) access point or an Access Point Station (AP
STA), an access controller, a base station, e.g. a radio
base station such as a NodeB, an evolved Node B (eNB,
eNodeB), a base transceiver station, Access Point Base
Station, base station router, a transmission arrangement
of a radio base station, a stand-alone access point or any
other network unit capable of serving a wireless device
within the cell, which may also be referred to as a service
area, served by the radio network node 12, 13 depending
e.g. on the first radio access technology and terminology
used. The radio network nodes 12, 13 are comprised in
a first radio access network (RAN1) of a first network.
[0049] Furthermore, the communication network 1
comprises a first network 15 comprising a first core net-
work CN1 and a second network 18 comprising a second
core network CN2. The radio network node 12 may com-
municate with both the CN1 and the CN2. The first net-
work 15 comprises the first core network CN1. The first
network 15 is a virtual network sliced into a number of
network slices, the CN1 and/or the RAN1 may be a virtual
network sliced into CN slices and/or RAN slices, each
network slice or core network slice supports one or more
type of wireless devices and/or one or more type of serv-
ices i.e. each network slice supports a different set of
functionalities. Network slicing introduces the possibility
that the network slices are used for different services and
use cases and these services and use cases may intro-
duce differences in the functionality supported in the dif-
ferent network slices. Each network slice may comprise
one or more network nodes or elements of network nodes
providing the services/functionalities for the respective

network slice. Each slice may comprise a network node
such as a core network slice node or a RAN slice node.
For example, a first network slice for e.g. MTC devices
may comprise a first network slice node 16, a second
network slice for e.g. MBB devices may comprise a sec-
ond network slice node 17 and a third network slice for
e.g. Critical MTC devices may comprise a third network
slice node 18. The first, the second and the third network
slice nodes 16, 17, 18 may however also be combined
into one single entity. Each network slice supports a set
of functionalities out of a total set of functionalities in the
communication network. E.g. the first network slice node
16 supports a first set of functionalities out of the total set
of functionalities in the communication network 1. The
first set of functionalities is separated from a different set
of functionalities out of the total set of functionalities in
the communication network 1. E.g. the first set of func-
tionalities being associated with MTC devices is sepa-
rated or logically separated, e.g. using separated data
storage or processing resources, from a second set of
functionalities of the second network slice being associ-
ated with MBB devices.
[0050] The first set of functionalities may use one or
more resources in a core or RAN network of the commu-
nication network, which one or more resources are sep-
arated from other resources used by a different set of
functionalities, i.e. different network slices, out of the total
set of functionalities in the communication network 1. The
resources may then be dedicated or virtually dedicated
for each set of functionalities or network slice. Thus, the
network slice node may be separated from other network
slice nodes supporting a second set of functionalities out
of the total set of functionalities in the communication
network. Separated meaning herein physically separat-
ed wherein the network slice nodes may be executed on
different hardware platforms and therefore using different
resources of the hardware, and/or logically separated
wherein the network slice nodes may be executed on a
same hardware platform and use different resources
such as memory parts or resources of processor capacity
but may also use some same resources of the hardware
e.g. a single physical network slice node may be parti-
tioned into multiple virtual network slice nodes.
[0051] Hence, the first network slice node 16, which in
this scenario is a core network node, supports the first
set of functionalities out of the total set of functionalities
in a first network 15 of the communication network 1,
which first set of functionalities belongs to the first net-
work slice of the first network 15, and is separated from
another set of functionalities out of the total set of func-
tionalities in the first network 15. The first network 15
comprises one or more first network nodes, such as the
first core network node 16 e.g. Radio Software Defined
Networking (SDN) nodes, MMEs, S-GWs, Serving Gen-
eral Packet Radio Services Support Nodes (SGSN), or
corresponding nodes in e.g. a 5G network or similar. The
first network node may further be a radio access network
node such as the first RAN node 12.
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[0052] A second network 19 comprises one or more
second network nodes, such as second core network
node 20 e.g. Radio SDN nodes, MMEs, S-GWs, SGSNs,
or corresponding nodes in e.g. a 5G network or similar.
The second network node may further be a radio access
network node such as the first radio network node 13.
[0053] Figure 5 shows an exemplary overall architec-
ture according to embodiments herein. A single RAN
node 12, such as an eNodeB, is shown on the RAN side
and is operated by a RAN operator. The RAN node 12
according to an exemplary embodiment herein compris-
es new functionality which may comprise a SLA database
(SLA DB) 121, a supervisor 122 and a policer 123. The
SLA database comprises the SLAs between the RAN
operator and different core network slice operators. In
this embodiment three such core network slices are
shown on the core network side. These may be operated
by different operators, herein referred to as operators
1-3. The RAN node 12, or in this specific example the
supervisor 122 comprised in the RAN node 12, has ac-
cess to the S1-interface, such as S1-MME for communi-
cating with the core network and S1-U for communicating
with the UE 10, and may use this for managing, which
may herein also be referred to as supervising, that the
signaling and user plane traffic on the S1-interface is ac-
cording to the SLA. When the RAN node identifies that
the S1-interface is not according to the SLA, which may
also be referred to as not corresponding to the SLA, the
RAN node 12 take different types of actions. In this spe-
cific example the supervisor 122 in the RAN node 12
informs the policer 123 in the RAN node 12, which policer
123 may then take different types of actions. According
to this exemplary embodiment, the supervisor 122, po-
licer 123 and SLA DB 121 are shown as single functions
for all S1-interfaces, it is however also possible to have
separate functions, such as e.g. supervisor 122, policer
123 and SLA DB 121, for each S1-interface, or any com-
bination thereof. It may also be possible to integrate the
supervisor 122 and policer 123 functionality within the
RAN node 12 functionality, for example as a part of S1AP
coding and decoding.
[0054] The SLA DB 121 comprises the SLAs between
the RAN operator and the different core network slice
operators. The content comprised in the SLA may be
expressed as functionality, features and/or parameter
settings visible in the S1-interface. These may comprise
different allowed bearer types, such as e.g. if GBR and/or
non-GBR bearers are allowed, and allowed Quality of
Server Class Identifier (QCI) and Allocation and Reten-
tion Priority (ARP) values. Additional examples may e.g.
be maximum length of user data packet and maximum
bandwidth for a single UE 10. Apart from bearer related
parameters, the SLA may also comprise aggregated val-
ues applicable for all traffic belonging to a specific net-
work slice, for example a total maximum bandwidth. The
SLA may further also comprise limits on signaling events,
such as a maximum number of attach requests, Tracking
Area Update (TAU) requests, RRC Connection request,

etc. In addition the SLA may be expressed in other terms
such as daily or weekly time limits, for example that traffic
may only be allowed in the night between 00:00 and
05:00, or that traffic may only be allowed on Sundays.
[0055] In order to determine if requested resources
from the core network node 16 corresponds to the SLA,
the RAN node 12 investigates signaling and user data
received from a specific core network slice and compares
the received information with the SLA settings comprised
in the SLA database for the specific core network slice.
In some embodiments herein these actions may be re-
ferred to as being performed by the supervisor 122. In
order to determine that the resources for a specific slice
are allowable according to the SLA a slice identifier, such
as e.g. a core network slice identifier, may be required.
The slice identifier may either be signaled over the S1-
interface from a CN node, from the UE 10 and/or may be
known by other means such as local configuration in the
RAN node 12. The local configuration in the RAN node
12 may be configured via Operations and Maintenance
(O&M). Should there be a breach of SLA, meaning that
the RAN node 12 detects that the traffic or signaling in
the network does not follow the limits defined in the SLA,
the RAN node 12 may take necessary actions in order
to make sure that a connection is set up which corre-
sponds to the SLA for the network slice. In some embod-
iments herein the supervisor 122 may send an alarm to
the policer 123 function which performs the necessary
actions.
[0056] There are different possibilities for the actions
taken by the RAN node 12 in this case and these depend
on for example how the SLA was overridden. In case the
overriding, which may also be referred to as the non-
correspondence, is related to signaling, the action taken
may also be dependent on which type of signaling the
overriding S1 signaling was included in. The signaling
may e.g. be establishment of the interface between RAN
and CN, modification of information related to the inter-
face between RAN and CN, UE context setup in RAN,
modification of existing UE context in RAN, handover
preparation, such as Handover into this slide allowed, or
any signaling comprising information requesting specific
functionality in the RAN which information may also be
defined and included in an SLA. The non-correspond-
ence may also be related to similar signaling available
for the user plane. In some embodiments the policer 123
function may be triggered by the supervisor 122 in case
a core network slice is not functioning according to the
SLA stored in the SLA database for a specific core net-
work slice.
[0057] Possible actions taken by the RAN node 12
and/or the policer 123 function may e.g. be rejection of
the related S1 signaling procedure or overwriting and/or
changing, which may also be referred to as adapting, the
signaled value to a value within the SLA limits. The pos-
sibility to reject depends on the S1 signaling procedure
used and if such rejection is available for this procedure.
When a rejection is possible, a reject cause value may
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e.g. be "SLA overridden". The adapting, i.e. overwriting
and/or changing, may e.g. comprise changing a param-
eter to a value that is within the SLA, such as e.g. chang-
ing the QCI to an allowed value or changing AMBR to an
allowed value. In the overwriting/change case it the RAN
may inform the core network slice about the new value.
Another possible action may be that the RAN node 12,
such as e.g. the policer 123 function in the RAN node
12, triggers a reconfiguration of all bearers belonging to
a network slice. If for example the total maximum bitrate
for the network slice is almost reached, the RAN node
12 may reduce the bit rate for all bearers in that slice.
Thereby additional bearers may be added.
[0058] The different actions to be taken by the RAN
node 12 and/or the policer 123 may also be comprised
in the SLA DB 121. This means that when the RAN node
12 or the policer 123 is informed about a specific type of
SLA overriding, the action to be taken for this particular
overriding may be retrieved from the SLA DB 121.
[0059] It should be noted that the specific actions to
take may be defined on a case by case basis. In some
scenarios, an erroneous reject policy implemented in the
RAN node 12 or in the policer 123 function might cause
severe disturbances in the network traffic. If for example
the RAN node 12 starts rejecting attach requests, or RRC
connection requests on broad level, the UE 10 is likely
to retry the connection attempt until the connection re-
quest is accepted, which might cause an avalanche of
connection attempts. To handle such scenarios, the RAN
node 12 and/or the policer 123 function may also raise
an O&M Alarm instead of taking direct action in the net-
work. The O&M alarm may be sent to the O&M.
[0060] The RAN node 12 and/or the supervisor 122
may supervise S1AP signaling on both eNB and UE lev-
els. Any information that may be included and controlled
in the S1AP signaling may be specified in the SLA. A
typical example of S1AP signaling is the Initial Context
Setup procedure when the CN node 16, such as the
MME, in a specific core network slice establishes a UE
context in the RAN node, such as the eNB, and provides
information about the E-RABs to be established. The
RAN node 12 and/or the supervisor 122 may check all
information in the INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST
message or any other messages comprising a list of new
or modified E-RAB settings.
[0061] In addition, the RAN node 12 and/or the super-
visor 122 may also examine eNB-level S1AP messages,
such as e.g. an S1 SETUP RESPONSE message. When
an eNB-level S1AP message comprises any information
which is part of the SLA, the RAN node 12 and/or the
supervisor 122 may check the contents as described
above.
[0062] The RAN node 12 and/or the supervisor 122
may further examine user plane packets, such as GTP-
U packets received on the S1-U interface from a specific
core network slice. One such example is a scenario which
may be referred to as "packet marking", i.e. when each
user plane packet comprises information about the serv-

ice or class of service for a packet. If the RAN has im-
plemented a logic which takes into account the "packet
marking", such as e.g. in a scheduler, the RAN node 12
and/or the supervisor 122 may check which "packet
markings" are allowed for a specific core network slice.
[0063] Embodiments herein therefore relate to a meth-
od for handling mobility of the wireless device 10 in the
communication network 1.
[0064] Figures 6 and 7 below disclose examples of
the signaling in the communication network according to
embodiments herein. Figure 6 shows an overview of the
signaling flow according to the embodiments disclosed
herein.
[0065] Action 601: The RAN node 12 receives infor-
mation regarding requested resources for a first network
slice from the CN node 16.
[0066] The received information may comprise infor-
mation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0067] The received information may further comprise
information regarding control plane signalling between
the core network node 16 and a UE 10 for the first network
slice.
[0068] This action 601 is similar to action 703 in Fig.
7, action 801 in fig. 8 and action 901 in Fig. 9.
[0069] Action 602: The RAN node 12 determines
whether or not the received information corresponds to
a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the first network
slice. The reason for not corresponding to the SLA may
be that one or more of the UE not being allowed in the
first network slice, that there is an overload in the first
network slice, that there is an overload in a second net-
work slice, and/or that a limit of a parameter specified in
the SLA being reached.
[0070] The determining may comprise comparing the
received information for the first network slice with the
SLA for the first network slice.
[0071] This action 602 is similar to action 704-706 in
Fig. 7 and action 802 in Fig. 8.
[0072] Action 603: According to a first embodiment,
when the received information has been determined to
not correspond to the SLA for the first slice, the RAN
node 12 may adapt a parameter of the requested re-
sources for the first network slice to a value correspond-
ing to the SLA for the first network slice.
[0073] This action 603 is similar to action 803 in Fig. 8.
[0074] Action 604: According to a second embodi-
ment, when the received information has been deter-
mined to not correspond to the SLA for the first slice, the
RAN node 12 may reconfigure one or more radio bearers
associated with the first network slice, in order for the
received information regarding requested resources for
the first network slice to correspond to the SLA for the
first network slice.
[0075] This action 604 is similar to action 804 in fig. 8.
[0076] Action 605: According to a third embodiment,
when the received information does not correspond to
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the SLA for the first slice, the RAN node 12 may in some
embodiments transmit a rejection of the requested re-
sources to the CN node 16. The rejection may comprise
an indication of a reason for requested resources of the
first network slice not corresponding to the SLA.
[0077] This action is 605 similar to action 707 in fig. 7,
action 805 in fig. 8 and action 902 in fig.9.
[0078] Action 606: The core network node 16 may re-
ceive, from the RAN node 12, a rejection of the requested
resources. The rejection indicates that the transmitted
information does not correspond to the SLA. The rejec-
tion further comprises an indication of a reason for re-
quested resources of the first network slice not corre-
sponding to the SLA. The received information comprises
information regarding control plane signalling between
the core network node 16 and the UE 10 for the first
network slice.
[0079] This action 606 corresponds to action 903 de-
scribed with regards to fig. 9.
[0080] Action 607: The core network node 16 may
transmit, to the RAN node 12, a second information re-
garding the adapted requested resources for the first net-
work slice associated with the UE 10.
[0081] The transmitted information may comprise in-
formation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0082] This action 607 corresponds to action 904 in fig.
9.
[0083] Figure 7 discloses the signaling flow in the com-
munications network according to an exemplary embod-
iment herein. In this example the CN node 16 comprises
two different core network slices, a Massive MTC slice
run by a first operator, herein referred to as operator 3,
and a Critical MTC slice run by a second operator, herein
referred to as operator 2. The RAN is run by a RAN op-
erator and the shown RAN node, which in this example
is an eNB, comprises an SLA Database (DB) 121, the
supervisor 122 and the policer 123.
[0084] Action 700: In the initial state, the SLA DB 121
comprises SLAs between the RAN operator and a sec-
ond operator, herein referred to as operator 2, and a third
operator, herein referred to as operator 3.
[0085] In this example, according to SLAs stored in the
SLA DB 121, any UE 12 connected to operator 3, i.e. the
Massive MTC network slice, are only allowed to have
bearers with QCI value 9.
[0086] Action 701: The UE 10 and the RAN node 12
perform an RRC Connection establishment in order to
set up the radio bearers for a first slice.
[0087] Action 702: The RAN node 12 sends an Initial
UE message to the CN node handling the first slice in
the core network.
[0088] Action 703: The core network of the first slice,
in this case the Massive MTC slice, sends an INITIAL
CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST to the RAN to create a
UE context, which may also be referred to as requesting
resources for the UE 10. In the request for resources sent

in Action 703 the comprised QCI value of 5.
[0089] This action 703 is similar to action 601 in fig. 6.
[0090] Action 704: The RAN node 12 may, in order to
determine if the requested resources correspond to the
SLA for the slice, retrieve the current SLA for operator 3
from the SLA DB 121. This may e.g. be performed by a
determining module, which herein may also be referred
to as a supervisor 122.
[0091] This action 704 is part of action 602 described
with regards to fig. 6 and action 802 described with re-
gards to fig. 8.
[0092] Action 705: The RAN node 12 determines that
the QCI indicated in the request for resources is not ac-
cording to the SLA for operator 3. This may e.g. be per-
formed by a determining module, which herein may also
be referred to as a supervisor 122.
[0093] This action 705 is part of action 602 described
with regards to fig. 6 and action 802 described with re-
gards to fig. 8.
[0094] Action 706: The RAN node 12 determines the
action to be taken in response to the request for resourc-
es not corresponding to the SLA for operator 3. This may
e.g. be performed by the determining module or as dis-
closed herein by informing a policer 123 comprised in
the RAN node 12, which may policer 123 may determine
the policy for handling the non-correspondence of the
requested resources. The RAN node 12 or the policer
123 may contact the SLA DB 121 to retrieve information
about the action to be taken. In the scenario disclosed
herein the action is a rejection of the UE context setup.
[0095] This action 706 is part of action 602 described
with regards to fig. 6 and action 802 described with re-
gards to fig. 8.
[0096] Action 707: The RAN node 12 may transmit a
rejection of the requested resources. This rejection may
e.g. be an "INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP FAILURE"-mes-
sage. The rejection may e.g. be transmitted by a trans-
mitting module or as disclosed in fig. 7 by the policer 123
comprised in the RAN node 12.
[0097] This action 707 corresponds to action 605 de-
scribed with regards to fig. 6, action 805 described with
regards to fig. 8, and action 902 described with regards
to fig. 9.
[0098] Action 708: The core network node 16 may
transmit, to the RAN node 12, an adapted CONTEXT
SETUP REQUEST comprising information regarding
adapted requested resources for the first network slice
associated with the UE 10.
[0099] This action 708 corresponds to action 607 de-
scribed with regards to fig. 6, and action 904 described
with regards to fig. 9.
[0100] It should be noted that with the introduction of
network slicing in the 3GPP specifications, the UE con-
text setup reject message as disclosed in Action 707 may
be modified to include additional cause values in order
to also consider network slicing. The additional cause
values may e.g. be: "UE not allowed in this slice", "SLA
parameter XYZ limit reached", "Overload (in this slice)",
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"Overload (in another slice)".
[0101] Apart from the specific 3GPP standards modi-
fications, the additional cause values may if they are de-
tailed enough, be used by the CN to trigger a new request
with adapted parameters which may have a better
chance of success. Within the RAN, the different cause
values will naturally trigger corresponding counters, but
may also be used to trigger functionality such as load
balancing, wake/sleep states for energy savings etc.
[0102] This action 707 is similar to action 605 de-
scribed with regards to fig. 6, action 805 described with
regards to fig. 8, and action 902 described with regards
to fig. 9.
[0103] The method actions performed by the Radio Ac-
cess Network, RAN, node 12, for managing communica-
tion on a first network slice in a communication network
1 according to embodiments herein will now be described
with reference to a flowchart depicted in Fig. 8. The ac-
tions do not have to be taken in the order stated below,
but may be taken in any suitable order. Actions performed
in some embodiments only are marked with dashed box-
es. The communication network 1 comprises partitioned
sets of functionalities. A first set of functionalities belongs
to the first network slice in the communication network
1. Each set of functionalities belongs to a network slice.
The first set of functionalities is at least partly separated
from another set of functionalities out of a total set of
functionalities in the communications network 1.
[0104] Action 801: The RAN node 12 receives, from
a CN node 16, information regarding requested resourc-
es for a first network slice identified by a network slice
identifier.
[0105] The received information may comprise infor-
mation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0106] The received information may further comprise
information regarding control plane signalling between
the core network node 16 and a UE 10 for the first network
slice.
[0107] The information may e.g. be received in an
S1AP message such as an S1 SETUP RESPONSE mes-
sage or in user plane packets, such as GTP-U packets
received on the S1-U interface from a specific core net-
work slice.
[0108] This action 801 is similar to the action 601 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6, action 703 described
above in relation to Fig. 7 and action 901 described below
in relation to Fig. 9.
[0109] Action 802: The RAN node 12 determines that
the received information corresponds to a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) for the first network slice. The reason
for not corresponding to the SLA may be that one or more
of the UE not being allowed in the first network slice, that
there is an overload in the first network slice, that there
is an overload in a second network slice, and/or that a
limit of a parameter specified in the SLA being reached.
[0110] The determining may comprise comparing the

received information for the first network slice with the
SLA for the first network slice.
[0111] The SLA may be stored in an SLA database
from which the RAN node 12 may retrieve the SLA for
the first network slice.
[0112] This action 802 is similar to the action 602 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6 and actions 704-706
described above in relation to Fig. 7.
[0113] Action 803: When the received information has
been determined to not correspond to the SLA for the
first slice, the RAN node 12 may adapt a parameter of
the requested resources for the first network slice to a
value corresponding to the SLA for the first network slice.
[0114] Thereby, the RAN node 12 may set up a con-
nection using the adapted parameters without having to
consult the CN node 16.
[0115] The adaption of the parameter may e.g. com-
prise overwriting and/or changing the parameter to a val-
ue that is within the SLA, e.g. change of the QCI to an
allowed value or changing AMBR to an allowed value.
[0116] The RAN node 12 may also inform the core net-
work node 16 about the new value for the requested re-
sources for the core network slice.
[0117] This action 803 is similar to the action 603 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6.
[0118] Action 804: When the received information
does not correspond to the SLA for the first slice, the
RAN node 12 may in some embodiments reconfigure
one or more radio bearers associated with the first net-
work slice, in order for the received information regarding
requested resources for the first network slice to corre-
spond to the SLA for the first network slice.
[0119] The reconfiguration of the radio bearers belong-
ing to a network slice may e.g. comprise lowering the bit
rate for all bearers in the specific slice if the total maximum
bitrate for the network slice is reached or almost reached.
This would allow for additional bearers to be added.
[0120] This action 804 is similar to the action 604 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6.
[0121] Action 805: When the received information
does not correspond to the SLA for the first slice, the
RAN node 12 may in some embodiments transmit a re-
jection of the requested resources to the CN node. The
rejection comprises an indication of a reason for request-
ed resources of the first network slice not corresponding
to the SLA. The rejection may be a rejection of a related
S1 signaling procedure. A typical reject cause value may
e.g. be "SLA overridden".
[0122] This action 805 is similar to the action 605 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6, action 707 described
above in relation to Fig. 7 and action 902 described above
in relation to Fig. 9.
[0123] The RAN node 12 may determine to perform
one or more of the specific actions 803 to 805 on a case
by case basis. In some scenarios, an erroneous reject
policy implemented by the RAN node 12 may cause se-
vere disturbances in the network traffic. This may e.g. be
the case if the policer 123 function starts rejecting attach
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requests, or RRC connection requests on broad level,
since the UE 10 may retry sending setup request until
the connection is successfully established. This may
cause an overload in the network and furthermore the
UE 10 may be out of service while sending the setup
requests.
[0124] The method actions performed by the core net-
work node 16, for managing communication on a first
network slice in a communications network 1 according
to embodiments herein will now be described with refer-
ence to a flowchart depicted in Fig. 9. The actions do not
have to be taken in the order stated below, but may be
taken in any suitable order. Actions performed in some
embodiments are marked with dashed boxes. The com-
munication network 1 comprises partitioned sets of func-
tionalities. Each set of functionalities belongs to a net-
work slice. Each set of functionalities is separated from
other sets of functionalities out of a total set of function-
alities in the communication network. A first set of func-
tionalities belongs to the first network slice. The first set
of functionalities is at least partly separated from another
set of functionalities out of a total set of functionalities in
the communications network 1.
[0125] Action 901: The core network node 16 trans-
mits to a RAN node 12, information regarding requested
resources for a first network slice identified by a network
slice identifier.
[0126] This action 901 is similar to the action 601 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6, action 701 described
above in relation to Fig. 7 and action 801 described above
in relation to Fig. 8.
[0127] Action 902: The core network node 16 may re-
ceive, from the RAN node 12, a rejection of the requested
resources. The rejection indicates that the transmitted
information does not correspond to the SLA. The rejec-
tion further comprises an indication of a reason for re-
quested resources of the first network slice not corre-
sponding to the SLA. The received information comprises
information regarding control plane signalling between
the core network node 16 and a UE 10 for the first network
slice.
[0128] This action 902 is similar to the action 605 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6, action 707 described
above in relation to Fig. 7 and action 805 described above
in relation to Fig. 8.
[0129] Action 903: The core network node 16 may
adapt parameters of the requested resources for the first
network slice based on the received indication of the rea-
son for the requested resources of the first network slice
not corresponding to the SLA.
[0130] This action 903 is similar to the action 606 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6.
[0131] Action 904: The core network node 16 may fur-
ther transmit, to the RAN node 12, a second information
regarding the adapted requested resources for the first
network slice associated with the UE 10.
[0132] The transmitted information may comprise in-
formation regarding control plane signalling between the

core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0133] This action 904 is similar to the action 607 de-
scribed above in relation to Fig. 6.
[0134] Fig. 10 is a block diagram depicting the Radio
Access Network (RAN) node, for managing communica-
tion on a first network slice in a communications network
1. The communications network 1 comprises partitioned
sets of functionalities, wherein a first set of functionalities
belongs to the first network slice. The first set of function-
alities is at least partly separated from another set of func-
tionalities out of a total set of functionalities in the com-
munications network.
[0135] The RAN node 12 may comprise a processing
unit 1001, such as e.g. one or more processors, config-
ured to perform the methods described herein.
[0136] The RAN node 12 is configured to, e.g. by
means of a receiving module 1002 and/or the process-
ing unit 1001 being configured to, receive, from a CN
node 16, information regarding requested resources for
a first network slice identified by a network slice identifier.
[0137] The received information may comprise infor-
mation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0138] The received information may further comprise
information regarding control plane signalling between
the core network node 16 and a UE 10 for the first network
slice.
[0139] The RAN node 12 is configured to, e.g. by
means of a determining module 1003 and/or the
processing unit 1001 being configured to, determine
whether or not the received information corresponds to
a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the first network
slice. The RAN node 12 may be configured to determine
by being configured to compare the received information
for the first network slice with the SLA for the first network
slice.
[0140] The RAN node 12 may further be configured to,
e.g. by means of an adapting module 1004 and/or the
processing unit 1001 being configured to, when the re-
ceived information does not correspond to the SLA for
the first slice, adapt a parameter of the requested re-
sources for the first network slice to a value correspond-
ing to the SLA for the first network slice.
[0141] The reason for not corresponding may be one
or more of:

- the UE 10 not being allowed in the first network slice,
- an overload in the first network slice,
- an overload in a second network slice, and
- a limit of a parameter specified in the SLA being

reached.

[0142] The RAN node 12 may further be configured to,
e.g. by means of a reconfiguring module 1005 and/or
the processing unit 1001 being configured to, when the
received information does not correspond to the SLA for
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the first slice, reconfigure one or more radio bearers as-
sociated with the first network slice, in order for the re-
ceived information regarding requested resources for the
first network slice to correspond to the SLA for the first
network slice.
[0143] The RAN node 12 may further be configured to,
e.g. by means of a transmitting module 1006 and/or
the processing unit 1001 being configured to, transmit,
a rejection of the requested resources to the CN node,
which rejection comprises an indication of a reason for
requested resources of the first network slice not corre-
sponding to the SLA, when the received information does
not correspond to the SLA for the first slice.
[0144] The RAN node 12 further comprises a memory
1007. The memory comprises one or more units to be
used to store data on, such as system information, IDLE
mode mobility information, network slice information,
wireless device IDs, network slice and roaming policies,
Slice IDs, applications to perform the methods disclosed
herein when being executed, and similar.
[0145] The methods according to the embodiments de-
scribed herein for the first radio network node 12 are re-
spectively implemented by means of e.g. a computer
program 1008 or a computer program product, compris-
ing instructions, i.e., software code portions, which, when
executed on at least one processor, cause the at least
one processor to carry out the actions described herein,
as performed by the RAN node 12. The computer pro-
gram 1008 may be stored on a computer-readable stor-
age medium 1009, e.g. a disc or similar. The computer-
readable storage medium 1009, having stored thereon
the computer program, may comprise the instructions
which, when executed on at least one processor, cause
the at least one processor to carry out the actions de-
scribed herein, as performed by the RAN node 12. In
some embodiments, the computer-readable storage me-
dium may be a non-transitory computer-readable storage
medium.
[0146] Fig. 11 is a block diagram depicting the CN node
16, for managing communication on a first network slice
in a communication network 1. The communication net-
work 1 comprises partitioned sets of functionalities,
wherein a first set of functionalities belongs to the first
network slice. The first set of functionalities is at least
partly separated from another set of functionalities out of
a total set of functionalities in the communication network
1.
[0147] A first set of functionalities belongs to a first net-
work slice supporting the wireless device 10. The core
network node 16 may comprise a processing unit 1101,
e.g. one or more processors, configured to perform the
methods described herein.
[0148] The core network node 16 is configured to, e.g.
by means of a transmitting module 1102 and/or the
processing unit 1101 being configured to, transmit to a
Radio Access Network (RAN) node 12, a first information
regarding requested resources for a first network slice
identified by a network slice identifier.

[0149] The transmitted information may comprise in-
formation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and the RAN node 12 for the first
network slice.
[0150] The core network node 16 is configured to, e.g.
by means of a receiving module 1103 and/or the
processing unit 1101 being configured to, receive from
the RAN node 12, a rejection of the requested resources.
The rejection indicates that the transmitted information
does not correspond to the SLA. The rejection further
comprises an indication of a reason for requested re-
sources of the first network slice not corresponding to
the SLA.
[0151] The received information may comprise infor-
mation regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node 16 and a UE 10 for the first network
slice.
[0152] The core network node 16 is further configured
to, e.g. by means of an adapting module 1104 and/or
the processing unit 1101 being configured to, adapt pa-
rameters of the requested resources for the first network
slice based on the received indication of the reason for
the requested resources of the first network slice not cor-
responding to the SLA.
[0153] The core network node 16 is further configured
to, e.g. by means of the transmitting module 1102
and/or the processing unit 1101 being configured to,
transmit, to the RAN node 12, a second information re-
garding the adapted requested resources for the first net-
work slice associated.
[0154] The core network node 16 further comprises a
memory 1105. The memory comprises one or more units
to be used to store data on, such as, system information,
IDLE mode mobility information, network slice informa-
tion, wireless device IDs, network slice and roaming pol-
icies, Slice IDs, applications to perform the methods dis-
closed herein when being executed, and similar.
[0155] The methods according to the embodiments de-
scribed herein for the core network node 16 are respec-
tively implemented by means of e.g. a computer pro-
gram 1104 or a computer program product, comprising
instructions, i.e., software code portions, which, when
executed on at least one processor, cause the at least
one processor to carry out the actions described herein,
as performed by the core network node 16. The computer
program 1104 may be stored on a computer-readable
storage medium 1105, e.g. a disc or similar. The com-
puter-readable storage medium 1105, having stored
thereon the computer program, may comprise the in-
structions which, when executed on at least one proces-
sor, cause the at least one processor to carry out the
actions described herein, as performed by the core net-
work node 16. In some embodiments, the computer-
readable storage medium may be a non-transitory com-
puter-readable storage medium.
[0156] Although the embodiments described herein
discloses that "allowed functionality, features and/or pa-
rameter settings" are described in the SLA, comprised
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in the SLA database and supervised by the RAN node
12 and/or the supervisor 122, this shall only be seen as
an example. In other embodiments which are equally ap-
plicable, "black-listed functionality, features and/or pa-
rameter settings" may be used in the SLA instead. There-
by e.g. certain parameter settings may be explicitly pro-
hibited. This can provide similar possibilities as the em-
bodiments with allowed functionality, features and/or pa-
rameter settings, but with a different amount of configu-
ration.
[0157] Although embodiments herein focus on SLA
verification for the purpose of maintaining a business re-
lationship between two different operators, there are also
other scenarios in which this functionality may be bene-
ficial. One example is security, wherein e.g. an SLA limit
of a maximum number of connection requests or simul-
taneous connections may be used in order to defend the
network against certain types of denial of service (DoS)
attacks.
[0158] As will be readily understood by those familiar
with communications design, the description applied to
a ’cell’ is equally applicable to all UE-based mobility, such
as e.g. selection and re-selection, in NR even if the con-
cept/term ’cell’ is replaced by a corresponding con-
cept/term such as e.g. a beam, a beam group or service
area, which describes a geographical area covered by a
RAN node.
[0159] Embodiments herein relate to a communication
network with network slices, i.e. a core network and/or
RAN network, with partitioned sets of functionalities
wherein the core network node 16, the wireless device
10 and/or the RAN node 12 may support the first set of
functionalities out of the total set of functionalities in the
network of the communication network. The first set of
functionalities belongs to the first network slice of the
network, and is separated from another set of function-
alities out of the total set of functionalities in the network.
[0160] As will be readily understood by those familiar
with communications design, that functions means or
modules may be implemented using digital logic and/or
one or more microcontrollers, microprocessors, or other
digital hardware. In some embodiments, several or all of
the various functions may be implemented together, such
as in a single application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), or in two or more separate devices with appro-
priate hardware and/or software interfaces between
them. Several of the functions may be implemented on
a processor shared with other functional components of
for example a network node.
[0161] Alternatively, several of the functional elements
of the processing means discussed may be provided
through the use of dedicated hardware, while others are
provided with hardware for executing software, in asso-
ciation with the appropriate software or firmware. Thus,
the term "processor" or "controller" as used herein does
not exclusively refer to hardware capable of executing
software and may implicitly include, without limitation,
digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, read-only mem-

ory (ROM) for storing software, random-access memory
for storing software and/or program or application data,
and non-volatile memory. Other hardware, conventional
and/or custom, may also be included. Designers of net-
work nodes will appreciate the cost, performance, and
maintenance trade-offs inherent in these design choices.
[0162] Although the embodiments herein are de-
scribed for an LTE-like architecture it shall be noted that
they are equally applicable to any architecture based on
an evolution of the S1 interface.
[0163] When using the word "comprise" or "compris-
ing" it shall be interpreted as non-limiting, i.e. meaning
"consist at least of". When using the word "set" herein, it
shall be interpreted as meaning "one or more".
[0164] In the embodiments herein, being associated
with shall be interpreted as somehow being related to,
this may e.g. be the wireless device 10 camping on or
being connected to a cell which has support for the net-
work and the network slice and/or the wireless device
having local information regarding the network and the
network slice, such as e.g. having locally stored the net-
work as a home network indicated with a HPLMN and
the network slice being stored as a home network slice
supporting the wireless device in the home network.
[0165] It will be appreciated that the foregoing descrip-
tion and the accompanying drawings represent non-lim-
iting examples of the methods and apparatus taught
herein. As such, the apparatus and techniques taught
herein are not limited by the foregoing description and
accompanying drawings. Instead, the embodiments
herein are limited only by the following claims.

Claims

1. A method performed by a Radio Access Network,
RAN, node (12), for managing communication on a
first network slice in a communications network (1),
wherein the communications network comprises
partitioned sets of functionalities, wherein a first set
of functionalities belongs to the first network slice,
and which first set of functionalities is at least partly
separated from another set of functionalities out of
a total set of functionalities in the communications
network (1), the method comprising:

- receiving (801), from a Core Network, CN,
node (16), information regarding requested re-
sources for a first network slice identified by a
network slice identifier,
- determining (802) that the received information
does not correspond to a Service Level Agree-
ment, SLA, for the first network slice, wherein
the determining comprises comparing the re-
ceived information for the first network slice with
the SLA for the first network slice.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
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od further comprises:

- adapting (803) a parameter of the requested
resources for the first network slice to a value
corresponding to the SLA for the first network
slice.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od comprises:

- reconfiguring (804) one or more radio bearers
associated with the first network slice, in order
for the received information regarding requested
resources for the first network slice to corre-
spond to the SLA for the first network slice.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

- transmitting (805) a rejection of the requested
resources to the CN node (16), which rejection
comprises an indication of a reason for request-
ed resources of the first network slice not corre-
sponding to the SLA.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the reason
for not corresponding is one or more of:

- the UE (10) not being allowed in the first net-
work slice,
- an overload in the first network slice,
- an overload in a second network slice, and
- a limit of a parameter specified in the SLA being
reached.

6. The method according to any of the previous claims,
wherein the received information comprises informa-
tion regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node (16) and the RAN node (12) for
the first network slice.

7. The method according to any of the claims 1 to 5,
wherein the received information comprises informa-
tion regarding control plane signalling between the
core network node (16) and a UE (10) for the first
network slice.

8. The method according to any of the previous claims,
wherein the SLA is stored in an SLA database.

9. A method performed by a Core Network, CN, node
(16), for managing communication on a first network
slice in a communications network (1), wherein the
communications network comprises partitioned sets
of functionalities, wherein a first set of functionalities
belongs to the first network slice, and which first set
of functionalities is at least partly separated from an-
other set of functionalities out of a total set of func-

tionalities in the communications network (1), the
method comprising:

- transmitting (901), to a Radio Access Network,
RAN, node (12), information regarding request-
ed resources for a first network slice identified
by a network slice identifier,
- receiving (902), from the RAN node (12), a re-
jection of the requested resources, wherein the
rejection indicates that the transmitted informa-
tion does not correspond to a Service Level
Agreement, SLA, and wherein the rejection fur-
ther comprises an indication of a reason for re-
quested resources of the first network slice not
corresponding to the SLA,
- adapting (903) parameters of the requested
resources for the first network slice based on
the received indication of the reason for the re-
quested resources of the first network slice not
corresponding to the SLA,
- transmitting (904), to the RAN node (12), a sec-
ond information regarding the adapted request-
ed resources for the first network slice associ-
ated.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the trans-
mitted information comprises information regarding
control plane signalling between the core network
node (16) and the RAN node (12) for the first network
slice.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the re-
ceived information comprises information regarding
control plane signalling between the core network
node (16) and a UE (10) for the first network slice.

12. A Radio Access Network, RAN, node (12), for man-
aging communication on a first network slice in a
communications network (1), wherein the communi-
cations network comprises partitioned sets of func-
tionalities, wherein a first set of functionalities be-
longs to the first network slice, and which first set of
functionalities is at least partly separated from an-
other set of functionalities out of a total set of func-
tionalities in the communications network (1), where-
in the RAN node (12) is configured to:

- receive, from a Core Network, CN, node (16),
information regarding requested resources for
a first network slice identified by a network slice
identifier,
- determine that the received information does
not correspond to a Service Level Agreement,
SLA, for the first network slice, and wherein the
RAN node (12) is adapted to determine by com-
paring the received information for the first net-
work slice with the SLA for the first network slice.
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13. A Core Network, CN, node (16), for managing com-
munication on a first network slice in a communica-
tion network (1), wherein the communication net-
work (1) comprises partitioned sets of functionalities,
wherein a first set of functionalities belongs to the
first network slice, and which first set of functionali-
ties is at least partly separated from another set of
functionalities out of a total set of functionalities in
the communication network (1), wherein the CN
node (16) is configured to:

- transmit, to a Radio Access Network, RAN,
node (12),information regarding requested re-
sources for a first network slice identified by a
network slice identifier,
- receive, from the RAN node (12), a rejection
of the requested resources, wherein the rejec-
tion indicates that the transmitted information
does not correspond to a Service Level Agree-
ment, SLA, and wherein the rejection further
comprises an indication of a reason for request-
ed resources of the first network slice not corre-
sponding to the SLA,
- adapt parameters of the requested resources
for the first network slice based on the received
indication of the reason for the requested re-
sources of the first network slice not correspond-
ing to the SLA,
- transmit, to the RAN node (12), a second in-
formation regarding the adapted requested re-
sources for the first network slice.

14. A computer program comprising instructions, which,
when executed on at least one processor, cause the
at least one processor to carry out any of the methods
according to any of the claims 1-11, as performed
by the RAN node (12) or the core network node (16).

15. A computer-readable storage medium, having
stored thereon a computer program comprising in-
structions which, when executed on at least one
processor, cause the at least one processor to carry
out the method according to any of the claims 1-11,
as performed by the RAN node (12) or the core net-
work node (16).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das von einem Funkzugangsnetzwerk-,
RAN, -Knoten (12) durchgeführt wird, zum Verwal-
ten von Kommunikation auf einem ersten Netzwerk-
teil in einem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1), wobei
das Kommunikationsnetzwerk unterteilte Sätze von
Funktionalitäten umfasst, wobei ein erster Satz von
Funktionalitäten zu dem ersten Netzwerkteil gehört,
und welcher erste Satz von Funktionalitäten mindes-
tens teilweise von einem andern Satz von Funktio-

nalitäten aus einem Gesamtsatz von Funktionalitä-
ten in dem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1) getrennt ist,
wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

- Empfangen (801), von einem Kernnetzwerk-,
CN, -Knoten (16), von Informationen bezüglich
angefragter Ressourcen für einen ersten Netz-
werkteil, der durch eine Netzwerkteilkennung
identifiziert ist,
- Ermitteln (802), dass die empfangenen Infor-
mationen nicht einem Service Level Agreement,
SLA, für den ersten Netzwerkteil entsprechen,
wobei das Ermitteln umfasst, die empfangenen
Informationen für den ersten Netzwerkteil mit
dem SLA für den ersten Netzwerkteil zu verglei-
chen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
weiter umfasst:

- Anpassen (803) eines Parameters der ange-
fragten Ressourcen für den ersten Netzwerkteil
auf einen Wert entsprechend dem SLA für den
ersten Netzwerkteil.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
umfasst:

- Neukonfigurieren (804) eines oder mehrerer
Funkträger, die mit dem ersten Netzwerkteil ver-
knüpft sind, damit die empfangenen Informatio-
nen bezüglich angefragter Ressourcen für den
ersten Netzwerkteil dem SLA für den ersten
Netzwerkteil entsprechen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
weiter umfasst:

- Übertragen (805) einer Ablehnung der ange-
fragten Ressourcen an den CN-Knoten (16),
welche Ablehnung eine Angabe eines Grunds
dafür umfasst, dass angefragte Ressourcen des
ersten Netzwerkteils nicht dem SLA entspre-
chen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Grund nicht
entsprechend zu sein einer oder mehrere sind von:

- dass die UE (10) in dem ersten Netzwerkteil
nicht zugelassen ist,
- einer Überlastung im ersten Netzwerkteil,
- einer Überlastung in einem zweiten Netzwerk-
teil und
- dass eine Grenze eines Parameters, der in
dem SLA bestimmt ist, erreicht ist.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die empfangenen Informationen Informatio-
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nen bezüglich Steuerungsebenensignalisierung
zwischen dem Kernnetzwerkknoten (16) und dem
RAN-Knoten (12) für den ersten Netzwerkteil umfas-
sen.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei
die empfangenen Informationen Informationen be-
züglich Steuerungsebenensignalisierung zwischen
dem Kernnetzwerkknoten (16) und einer UE (10) für
den ersten Netzwerkteil umfassen.

8. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche,
wobei das SLA in einer SLA-Datenbank gespeichert
ist.

9. Verfahren, das durch einen Kernnetzwerk-, CN,
-Knoten (16) durchgeführt wird, zum Verwalten von
Kommunikation auf einem ersten Netzwerkteil in ei-
nem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1), wobei das Kom-
munikationsnetzwerk unterteilte Sätze von Funktio-
nalitäten umfasst, wobei ein erster Satz von Funkti-
onalitäten zu dem ersten Netzwerkteil gehört und
welcher erste Satz von Funktionalitäten mindestens
teilweise von einem anderen Satz von Funktionali-
täten aus einem Gesamtsatz von Funktionalitäten in
dem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1) getrennt ist, wo-
bei das Verfahren umfasst:

- Übertragen (901), an einen Funkzugangsnetz-
werk-, RAN, -Knoten (12), von Informationen
bezüglich angefragter Ressourcen für einen
ersten Netzwerkteil, die durch eine Netzwerk-
teilkennung identifiziert sind,
- Empfangen (902), von dem RAN-Knoten (12),
einer Ablehnung der angefragten Ressourcen,
wobei die Ablehnung angibt, dass die übertra-
genen Informationen nicht einem Service Level
Agreement, SLA, entsprechen und wobei die
Ablehnung weiter eine Angabe eines Grunds
umfasst, warum angefragte Ressourcen des
ersten Netzwerkteils nicht dem SLA entspre-
chen,
- Anpassen (903) von Parametern der angefrag-
ten Ressourcen für den ersten Netzwerkteil ba-
sierend auf der empfangenen Angabe des
Grunds, warum die angefragten Ressourcen
des ersten Netzwerkteils nicht dem SLA ent-
sprechen,
- Übertragen (904), an den RAN-Knoten (12),
einer zweiten Information bezüglich der ange-
passten angefragten Ressourcen für den ver-
knüpften ersten Netzwerkteil.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die übertragenen
Informationen Informationen bezüglich Steuerungs-
ebenensignalisierung zwischen dem Kernnetzwerk-
knoten (16) und dem RAN-Knoten (12) für den ersten
Netzwerkteil umfassen.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die empfangenen
Informationen Informationen bezüglich Steuerungs-
ebenensignalisierung zwischen dem Kernnetzwerk-
knoten (16) und einer UE (10) für den ersten Netz-
werkteil umfassen.

12. Funkzugangsnetzwerk-, RAN, -Knoten (12) zum
Verwalten von Kommunikation auf einem ersten
Netzwerkteil in einem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1),
wobei das Kommunikationsnetzwerk unterteilte Sät-
ze von Funktionalitäten umfasst, wobei ein erster
Satz von Funktionalitäten zu dem ersten Netzwerk-
teil gehört und welcher erste Satz von Funktionali-
täten mindestens teilweise von einem anderen Satz
von Funktionalitäten aus einem Gesamtsatz von
Funktionalitäten in dem Kommunikationsnetzwerk
(1) getrennt ist, wobei der RAN-Knoten (12) konfi-
guriert ist zum:

- Empfangen, von einem Kernnetzwerk-, CN,
-Knoten (16), von Informationen bezüglich an-
gefragter Ressourcen für einen ersten Netz-
werkteil, der durch eine Netzwerkteilkennung
identifiziert ist,
- Ermitteln, dass die empfangenen Informatio-
nen nicht einem Service Level Agreement, SLA,
für den ersten Netzwerkteil entsprechen und
wobei der RAN-Knoten (12) angepasst ist zu er-
mitteln, indem er die empfangenen Informatio-
nen für den ersten Netzwerkteil mit dem SLA für
den ersten Netzwerkteil vergleicht.

13. Kernnetzwerk-, CN, -Knoten (16) zum Verwalten von
Kommunikation auf einem ersten Netzwerkteil in ei-
nem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1), wobei das Kom-
munikationsnetzwerk (1) unterteilte Sätze von Funk-
tionalitäten umfasst, wobei ein erster Satz von Funk-
tionalitäten zu dem ersten Netzwerkteil gehört und
welcher erste Satz von Funktionalitäten mindestens
teilweise von einem anderen Satz von Funktionali-
täten aus einem Gesamtsatz von Funktionalitäten in
dem Kommunikationsnetzwerk (1) getrennt ist, wo-
bei der CN-Knoten (16) konfiguriert ist zum:

- Übertragen, an einen Funkzugangsnetzwerk-,
RAN, -Knoten (12), von Informationen bezüglich
angefragter Ressourcen für einen ersten Netz-
werkteil, der durch eine Netzwerkteilkennung
identifiziert ist,
- Empfangen, von dem RAN-Knoten (12), einer
Ablehnung der angefragten Ressourcen, wobei
die Ablehnung angibt, dass die übertragenen In-
formationen nicht einem Service Level Agree-
ment, SLA, entsprechen und wobei die Ableh-
nung weiter eine Angabe eines Grunds umfasst,
warum angefragte Ressourcen des ersten Netz-
werkteils nicht dem SLA entsprechen,
- Anpassen von Parametern der angefragten
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Ressourcen für den ersten Netzwerkteil basie-
rend auf der empfangenen Angabe des Grunds,
warum die angefragten Ressourcen des ersten
Netzwerkteils nicht dem SLA entsprechen,
- Übertragen, an den RAN-Knoten (12), einer
zweiten Information bezüglich der angepassten
angefragten Ressourcen für den ersten Netz-
werkteil.

14. Computerprogramm, das Anweisungen umfasst,
die, wenn auf mindestens einem Prozessor ausge-
führt, den mindestens einen Prozessor veranlassen,
ein beliebiges der Verfahren nach einem der Ansprü-
che 1-11 umzusetzen, wie durch den RAN-Knoten
(12) oder den Kernnetzwerkknoten (16) durchge-
führt.

15. Computerlesbares Speichermedium, das ein Com-
puterprogramm darauf gespeichert aufweist, das
Anweisungen umfasst, die, wenn auf mindestens ei-
nem Prozessor ausgeführt, den mindestens einen
Prozessor veranlassen, das Verfahren nach einem
der Ansprüche 1-11 umzusetzen, wie durch den
RAN-Knoten (12) oder den Kernnetzwerkknoten
(16) durchgeführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé réalisé par un nœud de réseau d’accès ra-
dio, RAN, (12), pour gérer une communication sur
une première tranche de réseau dans un réseau de
communications (1), dans lequel le réseau de com-
munications comprend des ensembles partitionnés
de fonctionnalités, dans lequel un premier ensemble
de fonctionnalités appartient à la première tranche
de réseau, et lequel premier ensemble de fonction-
nalités est au moins partiellement séparé d’un autre
ensemble de fonctionnalités d’un ensemble total de
fonctionnalités dans le réseau de communications
(1), le procédé comprenant :

- la réception (801), depuis un nœud de réseau
central, CN, (16), d’informations concernant des
ressources demandées pour une première tran-
che de réseau identifiée par un identificateur de
tranche de réseau,
- la détermination (802) que les informations re-
çues ne correspondent pas à un accord de ni-
veau de service, SLA, pour la première tranche
de réseau, dans lequel la détermination com-
prend la comparaison des informations reçues
pour la première tranche de réseau avec le SLA
pour la première tranche de réseau.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pro-
cédé comprend en outre :

- l’adaptation (803) d’un paramètre des ressour-
ces demandées pour la première tranche de ré-
seau à une valeur correspondant au SLA pour
la première tranche de réseau.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pro-
cédé comprend :

- la reconfiguration (804) d’une ou plusieurs por-
teuses radio associées à la première tranche de
réseau, afin que les informations reçues concer-
nant des ressources demandées pour la pre-
mière tranche de réseau correspondent au SLA
pour la première tranche de réseau.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pro-
cédé comprend en outre :

- la transmission (805) d’un rejet des ressources
demandées au nœud de CN (16), lequel rejet
comprend une indication d’une raison pour les
ressources demandées de la première tranche
de réseau de ne pas correspondre au SLA.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la rai-
son de ne pas correspondre est l’une ou plusieurs
parmi :

- l’UE (10) n’est pas autorisé dans la première
tranche de réseau,
- une surcharge dans la première tranche de
réseau,
- une surcharge dans une seconde tranche de
réseau, et
- une limite d’un paramètre spécifié dans le SLA
est atteinte.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les informations reçues
comprennent des informations concernant une si-
gnalisation de plan de contrôle entre le nœud de
réseau central (16) et le nœud de RAN (12) pour la
première tranche de réseau.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel les informations reçues compren-
nent des informations concernant une signalisation
de plan de contrôle entre le nœud de réseau central
(16) et un UE (10) pour la première tranche de ré-
seau.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le SLA est stocké dans
une base de données de SLA.

9. Procédé réalisé par un nœud de réseau central, CN,
(16), pour gérer une communication sur une premiè-
re tranche de réseau dans un réseau de communi-
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cations (1), dans lequel le réseau de communica-
tions comprend des ensembles partitionnés de fonc-
tionnalités, dans lequel un premier ensemble de
fonctionnalités appartient à la première tranche de
réseau, et lequel premier ensemble de fonctionnali-
tés est au moins partiellement séparé d’un autre en-
semble de fonctionnalités d’un ensemble total de
fonctionnalités dans le réseau de communications
(1), le procédé comprenant :

- la transmission (901), à un nœud de réseau
d’accès radio, RAN, (12), d’informations concer-
nant des ressources demandées pour une pre-
mière tranche de réseau identifiée par un iden-
tificateur de tranche de réseau,
- la réception (902), depuis le nœud de RAN
(12), d’un rejet des ressources demandées,
dans lequel le rejet indique que les informations
transmises ne correspondent pas à un accord
de niveau de service, SLA, et dans lequel le rejet
comprend en outre une indication d’une raison
pour les ressources demandées de la première
tranche de réseau de ne pas correspondre au
SLA,
- l’adaptation (903) de paramètres des ressour-
ces demandées pour la première tranche de ré-
seau sur la base de l’indication reçue de la raison
pour les ressources demandées de la première
tranche de réseau de ne pas correspondre au
SLA,
- la transmission (904), au nœud de RAN (12),
de secondes informations concernant les res-
sources demandées adaptées pour la première
tranche de réseau associée.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel les
informations transmises comprennent des informa-
tions concernant une signalisation de plan de con-
trôle entre le nœud de réseau central (16) et le nœud
de RAN (12) pour la première tranche de réseau.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel les
informations reçues comprennent des informations
concernant une signalisation de plan de contrôle en-
tre le nœud de réseau central (16) et un UE (10) pour
la première tranche de réseau.

12. Nœud de réseau d’accès radio, RAN, (12), pour gé-
rer une communication sur une première tranche de
réseau dans un réseau de communications (1), dans
lequel le réseau de communications comprend des
ensembles partitionnés de fonctionnalités, dans le-
quel un premier ensemble de fonctionnalités appar-
tient à la première tranche de réseau, et lequel pre-
mier ensemble de fonctionnalités est au moins par-
tiellement séparé d’un autre ensemble de fonction-
nalités d’un ensemble total de fonctionnalités dans
le réseau de communications (1), dans lequel le

nœud de RAN (12) est configuré pour :

- recevoir, depuis un nœud de réseau central,
CN, (16), des informations concernant des res-
sources demandées pour une première tranche
de réseau identifiée par un identificateur de tran-
che de réseau,
- déterminer que les informations reçues ne cor-
respondent pas à un accord de niveau de ser-
vice, SLA, pour la première tranche de réseau,
et dans lequel le nœud de RAN (12) est adapté
pour déterminer en comparant les informations
reçues pour la première tranche de réseau avec
le SLA pour la première tranche de réseau.

13. Nœud de réseau central, CN, (16), pour gérer une
communication sur une première tranche de réseau
dans un réseau de communication (1), dans lequel
le réseau de communication (1) comprend des en-
sembles partitionnés de fonctionnalités, dans lequel
un premier ensemble de fonctionnalités appartient
à la première tranche de réseau, et lequel premier
ensemble de fonctionnalités est au moins partielle-
ment séparé d’un autre ensemble de fonctionnalités
d’un ensemble total de fonctionnalités dans le ré-
seau de communication (1), dans lequel le nœud de
CN (16) est configuré pour :

- transmettre, à un nœud de réseau d’accès ra-
dio, RAN, (12), des informations concernant des
ressources demandées pour une première tran-
che de réseau identifiée par un identificateur de
tranche de réseau,
- recevoir, depuis le nœud de RAN (12), un rejet
des ressources demandées, dans lequel le rejet
indique que les informations transmises ne cor-
respondent pas à un accord de niveau de ser-
vice, SLA, et dans lequel le rejet comprend en
outre une indication d’une raison pour des res-
sources demandées de la première tranche de
réseau de ne pas correspondre au SLA,
- adapter des paramètres des ressources de-
mandées pour la première tranche de réseau
sur la base de l’indication reçue de la raison pour
les ressources demandées de la première tran-
che de réseau de ne pas correspondre au SLA,
- transmettre, au nœud de RAN (12), des se-
condes informations concernant les ressources
demandées adaptées pour la première tranche
de réseau.

14. Programme informatique comprenant des instruc-
tions, qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées sur au moins
un processeur, amènent l’au moins un processeur
à mener à bien l’un quelconque des procédés selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, tels que
réalisés par le nœud de RAN (12) ou le nœud de
réseau central (16).
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15. Support de stockage lisible sur ordinateur, ayant
stocké sur celui-ci un programme informatique com-
prenant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exé-
cutées sur au moins un processeur, amènent l’au
moins un processeur à mener à bien le procédé se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, tel
que réalisé par le nœud de RAN (12) ou le nœud de
réseau central (16).
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